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1. Connection problem

Add the devices

Wired addition

1. After logging in successfully, click the Add Device button

2. Click the wired button



3. Enter the mac address, and wait for one or two minutes. The camera light changes
from red to green to indicate that it is being added. The flashing to constant light
indicates that the addition is successful, and then refreshing the page to refresh the
page;

4. Success page：

Wireless addition

1. Click the Wireless button and enter the wifi name and password to generate a
two-digit code.



2. Generate QR code



3. The camera scan code is added, the camera light changes from red to green to
indicate that the scan code is successful, from blinking to steady light, indicating that
the addition is successful, and then refreshing the page; you can see the added
success page;



WIFI connection

Why cannot the camera be connected with Wi-Fi network?

1. Now 2.4G Wi-Fi supporting 802.11b/g/n protocol does not support 5G Wi-Fi. Ensure
that Wi-Fi signal of the wireless router connected with the camera is within the
coverage.

2. Due to the compatibility problem of the Chinese coding mode, it is recommended to
use the Wi-Fi network with the English name.

3. When configuring the camera, it is suggested that it is not too far from the router.
4. In case that wireless intelligent addition always fails, it is possible to attempt the

addition by scanning GR code or addition by connection through the network wire.

How to replace the wireless Wi-Fi network connected with

the camera?

Open the client , click upper right corner Parameter setting Wi-Fi network of the video, for
the configuration of network as instructed.



Connection with the server is impossible

The device cannot be connected with cloud server?

1. Check whether the network can be normally connected to the internet.
2. Check whether the router DNS is correctly configured.
3. Has the router been set with the white list.

The device is disconnected

What should be done if it is displayed that the camera is

disconnected?

First, check that the power supply and network are normal, and then attempt to cut off the
power supply and restart the camera. If disconnection still exists in spite of restart, it is
required to reset the device and configure the network anew. If the problems still exist
after using the above means, attempt to move the camera closer to the router.

What should be done if the card access device is

disconnected after normal operation for certain time?

1. Press the Reset key for 2s and release it, do not reset it, but repeat this operation for
several times.

2. Provide the ipc.log.* file in the card to the technical support personnel.

2. Operation problem

Device adding

What will do if the household network is 5G?

Open the double-frequency mode of the router, and choose 2.4G signal.



Pan head control

What should be done if the pan head cannot be

controlled?

1. Attempt to restart APP operation.
2. The camera is restarted after power is switched off.
3. Software problem.
4. In case of hardware problem, contact the supplier.

Parameter configuration

How to start the night vision function in the evening?

Use the current account to log in the client APP, for the parameter setting- Night Vision in
the upper right corner, choose it to start the night vision function. If choosing Automatic,
the camera will automatically open or close the night vision function according to the light
intensity.

Why is the video displayed in black and white in the

daytime?

In the low light place in the daytime, the camera will be automatically switched to the night
vision mode after the light sensing, so the video is displayed in black and white. In the full
light place, if the camera picture displays in black and white, it is required to set the night
vision as Automatic. If it cannot be address, there is the hardware failure and it is required
to contact the supplier.



Why is the camera picture inverted?

If the camera is placed in the inverted manner, the picture might be inverted, and it may be
addressed by turning the picture by 180 degrees through the camera on APP.

How to modify the device name?

It is possible modify the name of the added device, or modify the device name in the
parameter setting.

3. Account problem

Password

What should be done if forgetting password?

Click \"Forget the Password\" on the log-in page, and reset the password according to the
received verification code

4. Hardware problem

TF card problem

Why cannot TF card be identified?

1. First, confirm that the card format is FAT32.
2. The capacity of TF card is no more than 64G.
3. Insert the card, and connect the power supply.
4. When the network is in poor connection or is disconnected, it is impossible to read the

status of TF card.



Does TF card support hot plugging?

It does not support.

Graphic problem

What should be done if the picture is too red?

1. Manually open the night vision mode in the setting, and then close it.
2. Hardware problem

Blurred image screen?

1. Confirm that APP is the latest version.
2. Degrade the image quality.
3. Confirm good network connection without packet loss.
4. Camera hardware problem.

No response in case of being energized

No prompt after connecting the power supply?

1. Confirm that the power adapter can be correctly energized.
2. Whether the power adapter voltage is stable.
3. Camera hardware problem.
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